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What happens in the first 3-7 SECONDS
  you meet someone.

What is your #1 best asset (and we all
  already own one).

Proper skin care and foundation
  matching tips.

What is the right amount of make up
  for work?

Make up application tips for a more
  youthful but professional image.

Basic fashion tips to remember to
  stretch your wardrobe.

How to be remembered.

These are the topics I’ll be covering:

did you know...
WOMEN WHO WEAR MORE MAKEUP
MAKE MORE MONEY.
Not only do people judge beauty based on how much makeup a
woman is wearing, makeup adorned women also rank higher in
competence and trustworthiness, according to a study funded by
Procter & Gamble, Massachusetts General Hospital, Harvard Medical
School, Boston University, and the Dana-Farber Cancer Institute. A study
in the American Economic Review said women who wear makeup can
earn more than 30% more in pay than non makeup wearing workers.

PSYCHOLOGY TODAY REPORTS “MAKEUP
SIMPLY MAKES YOU LOOK HEALTHIER.
Beyond any attractiveness measures, cosmetics may help women create
certain favorable social perceptions. Indeed, a recent experiment revealed
that women pictured wearing cosmetics were evaluated as healthier, more
confident, and even having greater earning potential than the same women
wearing no makeup (Nash, Fieldman, Hussey, Leveque, & Pineau, 2003). This
suggests that makeup has potentially useful role in strategic self=presentation.”

NEW YORK TIMES REPORTED
Wearing makeup - but not gobs of Gaga-conspicuous makeup - apparently
can help. It increases people’s perceptions of a woman’s likability, her
competence and (provided she does not overdo it) her trustworthiness,
according to a new study, which also confirmed what is obvious: that cosmetics
boost a woman’s attractiveness.”

A STUDY BY ESCENTUAL.COM REPORTED ON THE
UNIVERSITY HERALD FOUND THAT:

68% of bosses wouldn’t like to recruit a woman not wearing makeup.

Two thirds of women felt less confident attending high-level executive meetings
without any cosmetics; 64% of female staff surveyed wore make-up to work
every day and almost 98% said that they would wear makeup to a job interview.

Emma Leslie, beauty editor at escentual.com, concluded by saying “...our survey
showed there is a strong psychological element to wearing makeup that makes
women feel more poised, confident and ‘put together’.” Leslie said. ”We would like
to point out that great skin care, healthy diet and positive attitude are also fantastic
for boosting confidence, and that should also be an attractive thing for employers.”

meet SHERI
As a professional Independent
 Beauty Consultant & Sales Director
  with Mary Kay Cosmetics, I am
   passionate about helping other
    women feel confident & beautiful
     inside and out! I love to share, from
     my 21 years of experience, tips
      that have helped myself & others
       portray the right image for
       every event in life.
         

nothing makes a woman
more beautiful than the belief

that she is beautiful.
Sheri Miter

Independent Beauty Consultant
Premier Plus Sales Director and

Top Recruiter for Mary Kay Cosmetics

website | marykay.com/smiter
phone  | 518.669.1764Follow me on

Facebook & Instagram


